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Acute Whole Body Radiation Injury: Pathogenesis.

Pre- and Postradiation Protection

Vicror P. Boxp, M.D., Pu.D., Etaexr P. Crongkire, M.D.,
AND Ropert A. Conanrp, MLD.

‘False facts are highly injurious to the progress of seience for they often endure
long; but false views. if supported by someevidence, dolittle hurm for everyone tukes

a salutory pleasure in proving their falseness.’”’

Caries Darwin

9.1 General Notes

Exposure of the body to penetrating radiatious produces ionization in

the tissues. There is a disagreement as to theinitial biological effect there-

from and the sequence of subsequent effects is not adequately known. At

the present time it is not possible to bridge satisfactorily the gaps Letween

the effects of radiation on pure chemical systems, the single cell, and the

integrated mammal. Accordingly, it can be stated that little is known

about the precise mechanisms of the action of ionizing radiation at the

mammalian level. On the other hand, effects at the various levels have been

studied extensively and certainly the end results in the mammal are well

characterized today,

Radiation illness in its broad sense can be produeed by all types of

ionizing radiation. However, the dose required varies with the kind, the

rate of administration and the penetrability of the rays. Furthermore.

there may be situations in which the injuries are produced by a combina-

tion of different radiations, some of which are highly penetrating and some

of which may be absorbed completely by the surface lavers of the body.

Much confusion has arisen because of the inadequate means of measuring

the response to radiation and the standardization of a physical unit that

ix adaptable for all sizes of animals and all types of radiation. The roentgen,

or “rr,” a measure of the ionization in air, does not necessarily measure the
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204 ATOMIC MEDICINE

dose absorbed by the tissue. At relatively recent meetings (1956-1962)

of the International Commission on Radiological Units ICRU), while it

was stated that the roentgen (svmbol r) be retained as the unit of measure-

ment of gamma and x-radiation, it was recommended that when ever

feasible “the dose be expressed in terms of the quantity of energy absorbed

per unit mass (ergs per gram) of irradiated material at the place of in-

terest.” The unit is the ‘rad,100 ergs per gram, which replaced the older

“rep”? which could be assigned values ranging from approximately &0 to

100 ergs per gram. The rad is not readily determined for gammaorx-radia-
tion; however, tables for its estimation from exposure dose in tissue are

providedin reports of the Commission. The conditions under which the ex-

posure dose is measured shotild be designated as free in air, at skin surface,

or at x-centimeters depth, and the data such as seatter, half-value layer,

target-to-skin distance, and KVP =hould be included. In commenting on

the Commission’s recommendations, Failla stated that ‘no physical unit
canfulfill the ideal requirements of making all biological effects of ionizing

radiation appear independent of wave length or more generally, independ-

ent of specific ionization,” and that ‘tin the present state of our knowledge

no chemical or biological unit can fulfill the ideal requirementeither.” For

the purposes of correlating dose with effects on the whole body, depth dose

and distribution of the absorbed energy becomes of great importance, as

shown by Tullis ef al. and Bondet al. Further, no single physical unit can

satisfactorily characterize the total dose because of differences in relative

absorption by different tissues.

It is essential to attempt quantification of the biological response, as
well as the physically measured dose, when trying to correlate effect with

dose. The biological measure may include the LDs9 and the slope of the
dose mortality curve, asin all toxicological studies, Other biological measure-

ments of dose are xplenic-thymic weight decrease (Carter ef al.), body

weight (Chapman and Jerome), gut weight (Conard), the hematological

response, survival time, iron uptake by erythrocytes (Hennesseyet al.)

and histological changes. Quantitative measures of biological effect useful

in mammalian radiology have heen reviewed byStoreref al.

9.2 Classification of Radiation Injuries

Radiation injuries can be divided into two general categories, early and

late injuries. The carly type results from brief intense exposure; the late

type either from exposure to large single doses, or from prolonged exposures

of lower intensity. The following is an outline of the two categories, only

the first of which is dealt with extensively in this chapter:
9.2.1. The Barly Injurtes Produced by Brief Exposure to Large Doses of

Radiation.
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9.2.1.1 Injuries from penetrating radiation,

1. Total body exposure: The acute dlness produced by total body radia-

tiun may occur in miu from exposure to gamma and or neutron tadiations

from a detonating atomic bumbh. gatnma exposure fron: close-in fallout
from atomic bombs, from accident~ with radioactive materials as miuclesr

power sources, or in radiotherapy either for malignancy or as 4 means of
depressing antibody response preparatory to tissue transplantation. Ex-

posure of animals to such whole body radiation under experimental condi-

tions results in this type of illness.

2. Partial body exposure: Acute illness may result from partial body

exposure to penetrating radiations as is commonly seen in therapeutic

radiation as for cancer.

9.2.1.2 Injuries from poorly penetrating radtations. Acute injury of the
skin or other body integuments may result from beta ray exposures of the

skin as is seen with fallout radiatiou or from accidents involving handling

of radioactive materials. This type of injury is discussed in the chapter on

skin,

9.2.1.3 Injuries from absorption of radtvactive materials. Absorption of
radioactive materials may occur from inhalation, ingestion or entrance
into the body from open woundsof fallout from atomic bombs or of radio-

active materials in laboratory accidents. Such a hazard is much more

likely to result in chronic long-termeffects than in early effects. This type
of hazard is discussed in the chapter on internal effects.

9.2.2 Chronic Radiation Injury

9.2.2.1 Injuries from penctrating radiation. Total body or partial body
exposure mayresult in late effects, some of which are listed below.

1. Blood dyscrasias such as anemia, purpura, leukemia.

2. Increase in degenerative diseases,

Shortening of life-span; perhaps accelerated aging.

. Increase in incidence of cancer.

Retardation of growth and development in children.

Increased incidence of cataracts. :
Impaired fertility.

. Genetic effects,

All such late effects are not discussed in detail in this book but are cov-

ered elsewhere (National Academyof Sciences report on Pathological and

Genetic Effects of Radiation; Report of the United Nations Scientific

Committee on the effects of atomic radiation). However, basic considera-

tions are presented in Chapter 15, genetics in Chapter 14, and results of

damage7n utero in Chapter 13.

9.2.2.2 fnjurtes from poorly penetrating radiation, Beta radiation injury
mayresult in continuing effects on the skin in the form of chronic radiation
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dermatitis and cancer of the skin. Such effects on the skin are discussed

in Chapter 12.
9,2.2.3 Injuries from absorption of radioactive materials. Absorption of

radioactive materials include long-termeffects such as leukemia and cancer

of the bone. Such effects are discussed in Chapter 11.

9.3 Acute Illness from Total Body Exposure to Penetrating Radia-

tions.

This illness may be produced by exposure to a single type or a combina-

tion of different types of radiation (x-ray, gamma rays, or fast neutrons).

It will be a rare occurrence in civil lifeand for practical purposes will not be

seen short of industrial accidents and atomic warfare. The syndrome in

fulminating form was observed in the Japanese (appropriately termed

“atombombendisease” by them) following the atomic bombings of Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki in August 1945, and was seen also, in mild form, in the

Marshallese exposed to fallout radiations in 1954. In Japan, accurate

clinical observatious and laboratory studies were scanty during the first

3 weeks after the bombings. In the fallout accident involving the Mar-

shallese, extensive clinical and laboratory observations were made, pro-
viding extensive data in the sublethal range. A number of industrial and

laboratory accidents have occurred in avhich human beings have received

relatively large doses of x-ray, gamma, or neutron irradiation, and these
incidents have been reviewed and summarized (Hayes, 1956, and 1957).

Some of the more serious accidents have provided extensive data on

humanbeings exposed to both whole body and partial body radiation in

the near-lethal to lethal dose ranges [Andrewset al.; Mathé et al.; Hemple-

mann; Howland, ef al., 1961). In addition, patients have been exposed

extensively to whole body radiation, either for radiotherapy of malig-

nancies or to depress the Immune response in connection with bone marrow-

or other tissue transplantation (Miller, Fletcher and Gerstner; Gerstner;

Thomas, Lochte, and Ferrebee, Haurani, Repplinger, and Tocantius;

Merrill, Murray, Harrison, Friedman, Dealy and Damin). Although con-

siderable data on human beings has thus been provided, the information is

far from complete. One or more of the following difficulties has obtained in

each instance: incomplete dosimetrie information; range of doses inade-

quate; number of patients small; exposed individuals have serious under-

lying disease; observations, for varying reasons, were not madein sufficient

detail or with sufficient frequency; course of the disease was altered by

necessary treatment. Thus manyinferences for man with respect to dose-

response relationships, survival time, mortality rate and svmptomatology

still are based on animal experimentation. Initially, therefore, the response

of different species of animals to whole bodyirradiation will be considered.
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TABLE 3

Lhsoy

SPE: IES TYPE Ob RAGEST ION Ar ' Absorhed
expen tre dose 1m Tracts

dose int mudventer

Mouse . 1250 KVP x-ray 443 638
Rat. Lo 200 KVP x-ray 640 796

Guinea pig .. 200 KVP x-ray 337 400

Rabbit .... 2950 KVP x-ray S05 731

Monker. . . 250 KVP x-ray 760 546

Dog . . . , 250 KVP x-ray 251 244
Swine ... | 1000 KVP x-ray 510 247

Sheep. . ' Gamma appron. 0.7 mev. 524 205
Goat... . 200 KVP a-ray 350 237

Burro.. . . Gamma approx. 1.1 mev. 651 256

Representative LDgo per 30 day values for a numberof species are given

in Table I (Bond and Robertson). The absorbed dose in rads is the siguifi-
cant parameter that determines the degree of biological response. All

mortality data in the table refer to conditions of exposure such that dose
distribution throughout the bodyis essentially uniform, The dose at mud-

center has no particular significance except that it is convenient and repre-

sents the approximate dose that all tissues received (no single parameteris

adequate to characterize an exposure under conditions of nonuniform dose

distribution through the tissues). It can be seen at once from the table
that the 1.D,,) values showno consistent pattern as air dose. Expressed as

absorbed dose, however, the LDgo values for large animals are considerably
smaller than for small species, and the degree of variation among species

is less with large animals. The LD5¢ of man is not known with anv degree

of accuracy; however, it is expected that for uniform whole body exposure

the value is approximately 300 to 400 r, expressed as muidcentertissue dose.
‘The distribution of deaths as a function of time after irradiation varies

with the dose of radiation and with species. For example, with the dog in

the lethal range, the mean survival time is approximately 12 days, with
deaths occurring 6 to 26 days after exposure. With doses of 1000 to 1500 r,

some deaths occur earlier (8rd and 4th days) and the toxic symptoms of

vomiting, anorexia, and diarrhea become more prominent. With doses of

1500 to 6000 r, all dogs die on the 3rd and 4th day. Severe diarrheais present.

With the mouse, the distribution of deaths after irradiation with doses less

than an LDso is essentially unimodal with peak of deaths occurring 11 days

after exposure (Cronkite, Bond, Chapmanand Lee). In the LDgo range the
deaths become bimodal with a peak at 4 to 6 days and another at 11 days

5012804 ,
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As the dose is increased above the LDioo the first peak of deaths becomes

progressively more prominent and the second peak fades out so that with

doses of 1500 to 10,000 r the mean survival time is approximately 4 days. A

similar phenomenon is seen with rats; however, the first peak is more

prominent at lesser doses of radiation. The first peak of deaths has been
correlated with severe gastrointestinal injury and dysfunction (Bond et al.;

Quastler ef al.; Brecher and Cronkite; Cronkite and others). The relative
sensitivities of the species differ, the rat GI tract being relatively more

sensitive. The second peak of deaths is correlated with the sequelae of

pancytopenia Gnfection, hemorrhage, and anemia), If the LDso of the

species is low so that amounts of radiation are less than that needed to
produce the severe GT injury and dysfunction, the species has essentially a

unimodal distribution of deaths in the lethal range, with a meansurvival

time of approximately 10 to 15 days, e.g., the dog. If LDso is high, a

modal distribution of deaths may appear, e.g., mouse, rat and rabbit.

Where man fits into the above relative sensitivities of tissue is not yet

known; however the evidence indicates that man responds in a manner

similar to the dog.
The early diarrhea (first 4 days) is correlated with direct radiation

injury of the gastrointestinal tract; however, late diarrhea (7 to 24 days)

occurs as a result of ulecrations and hemorrhage due to the pancytopenia.

Studies strongly indicate that complete histological recovery of the bowel

oecurs by 4 to 5 days, hence if the animals survive to the stage of Jate diar-
rhea, the bowel has been reconstituted. Histological studies show typical.

hemorrhagic and agranulocytie Jesions in a bowel that is otherwise approxi-
mately normal in appearance (Conardet al. and Brecheret ai.).

With the preceding in mind, the following is formulated with regard to

the probable response of man to penetrating radiation exposure at different

dose levels. With small amounts of total-bedy radiation (under 100 to 150
r), there may be no symptoms or at most a transient nausea. Leukopenia,

particularly the lymphocytopenia, will be mild and of short duration.
With larger amounts of radiation, 150 to 1000 r, the characteristic clinical

picture may develop. Within a few hours, pronounced nausea, vomiting,
malaise, weakness, headache, dizziness, anorexia, tachycardia, irritability

and insomnia will generally appear. Leukopenia, anemia and thrombocy-

topenia will develop at different rates (Cronkite; Lawrence, Dowdy and
Valentine; Jacobson ef al.; LeRoy). The symptoms will usually subside

within 24 to 48 hours to appear again after a few days. The interval be-

tween the initial and the subsequent symptoms has been termed “the

latent period.” This latent period will become shorter with larger doses and

may be absent if the dosage is sufficiently high. With termination of the la-
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tent period. infection= and hemorthages will become more prominent. In the
Japanese, infections were particularly apparent 5 too weeks after exposure

and hemorrhagic phenomena four to 6 weeks after exposure (LeRoy.

Details of the serial blood chatiges have been covered ina previous chapter.
With large amount~ of radiation (2000 to 50,000 ry the signs and svniptonis

appearin an inteus#fied form with mean survival time of about 3 to 4 days.

With doses in excess of 30,000 r sudden deaths oceur in mice preceded by

convulsions, central nervous system svinptonis, or respiratory difhenlty

(Langhamef al).

9.4 Acute Illness from Partial Exposure to Penetrating Radiations

The acuteness that is produced by exposure of part of the body to
penetrating radiations is seen characteristically in patients undergoing high
voltage x-ray therapy for cancer, With respect to the imitial so-called

“toxic symptoms,” they are similar to the syndrome produced bya single
intense exposure of the whole body to penetrating radiation. Radiation of

certain areas of the body will produce the illness with greater frequency, or

with less radiation than for exposure of other parts of the body. Exposure

of a relatively small area of the body does not produce the severe pancyto-

penia that results from exposure of the whole body to the same amount

and type of radiation, Irradiation of the thorax and abdomen, particularly

the upper abdomen, produces a high incidence of nausea, vomiting, and

anorexia. In contrast to this, irradiation of the head and extremities rarely

produces these symptoms. Since the clinical course and handling of this

type of reaction to penetrating irradiation have heen amply covered in

recent text books and reviews of clinical radiology, further discussion is

not necessary.

These initial “toxic symptoms” should be distinguished sharply from

the serious syndromes that can develop in days or weeks if sizeable regions

of the body are exposed to high doses of radiation. For instance in the
Lockport accident (Howland c¢ al.) a variety of signs and symptomsin-

cluding severe pancytopenia developed after exposure of the head, thorax,
and abdomento large doses of x-radiation. In general, following partial or

surface exposure, the organism is able to react locally and generally to

injury, in accordance with the concept of adaptation (Selye). Bond ef al.

have demonstrated that local irradiation of the abdomen and elsewhere

in the body produces the alarm reaction as described by Selye. In contrast

to this, exposure of the whole body to large amounts of penetrating radia-
tion produces diffuse injury of varving degrees to all tissues and the or-

ganism may be less able or unable to react with the usual protective and

adaptive mechanisms.
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9.5 Pathogenesis of Radiation Injury

Numerous theories have been advanced to explain the biological effeets of

ionizing radiations. Only those theories which mayhelp to understand the

pathogenesis of total body radiation and which mayindicate a possible

therapeutic approach will be considered in this chapter.

It is probable that the primary interaction between radiation and tissue

may involve either direct “hits” on biochemical molecules, or ‘indirect

effects” on such molecules mediated through radicals produced by inter-

action of the radiation with water and other chemical substances in the

tissue. These primary phenomena will not be considered in detail here. For
purposes of discussion, only those mechanismsat the biochemical or higher

level that have been considered to play a role in initiating and continuing

the acute radiation syndrome will be considered. Several possible mech-

anisms that have been considered to be contributory are listed and dis-

cussed below, even though some of these are currently believed to play a
minor, if any, role in the development of the signs and symptomsobserved.

Enzymeinhibition; activated radicals,

2. Alterations in cell membrane permeability,

3. Generalized protein denaturation,

+

5

—

Inhibition of mitosis; chromosome changes,

. Production and circulation of toxins

6. Adrenal cortical insufficiency,
7. Pancytopenia and its sequelae.

The syndrome is obviously the result of disturbances in the homeostasis of

the animal produced by cellular injury of varying degrees in different organ

systems. The fifth to seventh mechanisms are attempts to explain the

clinical syndrome at a mammalian level. The seventh mechanism probably

the result of the fourth, will explain most of the gross clinical and path-

ological observations seen in animals dying in the lethal range.

9.5.1 Enzyme Inhibition. The concept of enzyme inhibition has been

carefully and extensively studied by Barron and associates. Initially it was

thought that enzyme inhibition was not considered important because the

doses necessary to inactivate concentrated enzyme solutions were 10 to

1000 times greater than those that seriously injure living tissues. The
present status of the enzyme inhibition concept may be summarized as

follows:

As a result of the work of Fricke, 1934, and of Dale, 1943, and others,

it has been shown that in dilute solutions the numberof molecules brought

into reaction is proportional to the numberof ions produced in the solution,
and is independent of the concentration of the solution. This led to the

concept that the action of the radiation is not primarily ou the dissolved
-
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substance, but on the solvent. The activation of water consists of the pro-
duction of highly reactive oxidizing substances (OH, HeO. and other

complexes) as the result of ionizing radiation. Phe active products pre-

sumably oxidize the sulfhydrvl groups Sil) of many enzymes to the en-

zymatically inactive disulfide form. This inactivation is generally reversible

in the lower dose range. With larger amounts of radiation, the enzyme

inhibition is also produced by protein enzyme denaturation by direct
tupture of chemical bonds. This type of denaturation is irreversible.

Reversible enzyme inhibition may play a part in the initiation of the svn-
drome of radiation illness, particularly in the lethal range, tut is probably

not the only and may not be the most important initiating mechanism.

Recently Pajewski and Pauly have studied the effects of radiation on

enzymes in impure solution, and finds the doses required for inactivation to
be quite high. This may be explained on the basis that while enzymes in

pure dilute solution may interact with essentizally all radicals produced in

the water, in the presence of relatively inert competing substances, very
high doses maybe required forsignificant inactivation. Thus while enzyme

inhibition may play a role in producing damage, there is at present no

conclusive proof that this mechanismts of major importance in producing

the acute radiation syndrome.

9.5.2 Alterations in the Permeability of Cell Afembranes have been postu-
lated. Absorption of water and vacuole formation can be observed within
nuclei. This mayresult in alterations in the permeability of cell membranes
or an increased intranuclear osmotie pressure (Failla).

9.5.3 Denaturation of Proteins. In general, in addition to the protein

enzymes already considered, denaturation has been postulated as being

responsible for some of the phenomena that are observed. Denaturation is
known to oecur at higher dose ranges; however, it appears unlikely that it

plays asignificant role at dose levels of most interest hiologically.

9.5.4 Inhibition of Afitosis; Chromosome Changes. Mitotic inhibition occurs
at relatively low dose levels.Apparent recovery mayresult, and the mitotic

index may return to normal within a short time (Fhednercf al.). However,

even at doses as low as 100 or 200 r, a large numberof mitotic figures may

show obvious abnormalities (Puck; Bender; Flhedner, Bond, Cronkite).

These abnormalities may range in severity from gross disruption of the
chromosome pattern with fragmentation of individual chromosomes to

chromosome “stickiness,” and undoubtedly to damage too subtle for

detection by cytological means. The cell so affected may die essentially

immediately, it may fail to divide and become a “giant” cell, or it may be

able to go through a limited number of subsequent divisions before al]

progeny die. The net result is that the proliferative potential of organs

composed of rapidly dividing cells is reduced, and thus celhilarityis reduced.
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In normally nondividing cell systems as in the liver, chromosome damage

can be “unmasked” by inducing cell division as a result of partial organ
extirpation. It is stil] an assumption that the chromosome damage known

to oceur is responsible for decreased proliferative capacity—-such damage

could be present concomitantly with other lesions responsible for the
defect. ,

9.5.5 Circulating Toxins. The production and‘or absorption and cireu-
Jation of toxic substances from irradiated tissues or absorption from the

bowel whose selective permeability has been changed, have been considered

by some as contributing to the development of radiation illness. Others
doubt its importance. Bacterial pyrogenic substances, digestive enzymes,

and “‘enterotoxins” from the bowel and histamine-like substances from
tissue in general have been considered by various investigators as playing

some role in the pathogenesis of radiation illness. To date, the available

evidence in favor of indirect effects upon the blood-furming organs by

circulating toxie substances has not been conclusive (Lawrence; Valentine

and Dowdy; Campo, Bond and Cronkite).

The histamine theoryof radiation illness has been advocated by Ellinger,

who considers that many of the effects of radiation are due to the produc-

tion of histamine-like substances. Other investigators have failed to demon-

strate significantly increased amounts of histamine in the blood andin tis-

sues. Weber and Steggerda have obtained convincing information showing

that there is a correlation between the increase in histamine levels of rat

plasma and depression in the blood pressure following x-irradiation. Tech-

niques for detecting histamine are difficult and failure of some investigators
may have been due to technical difficulties. In addition, the presence of in-

creased levels of histamine does not necessarily mean that histamineis the

cause of the various phenomena that are seen after irradiation but may

simply be a result of the fundamental defect produced by the effects of

ionizing radiation on tissue. Conard has shown in a study of the motility,

tonus, and contracticn of the bowel immediately after irradiation locally

that the behavior of the bowel is not identical to that produced by hista-
mine baths or injections. Other evidence which suggests that histamine

may play an important part in the pathogenesis of radiation illness is the

fact that conditions that increase the histamine content of tissues mayalso

increase the lethality rate from x-rays. For example, induced hyperthyroid-
ism increases the histamine content of tissues (Parrot) and increases the

lethality of total body x-rays in mice (Blount and Smith). Adrenalectomy

also increases the histamine content of tissues of the rat (Rose and Brown)

and definitely increaxes the lethality of x-rays (Cronkite and Chapman;

Kaplan; Edelman and Campo).

9.5.6 The Role of the Adrenals tn the Acute Radiation Syndrome. Vhe
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adrenals have been shown to phiy a role in the acute radiation syndrome,

however, the importance of this role has received widely different evalus-

tions. Certain similarities between adrenal cortical insufficiency and acute

radiation injury. such as changes in blood chlorides. water metabolism,

blood cholesterol, fat deposit in the liver and blood sugar have Leen

claimed. There ix no doubt that polydipsia and polvurix follow heavy ex-
posure, and that there may be a redistribution of fluids as indicated by

blood volume, plasma and hematoerit changes, and some edemu. The

changes in blood chemistry are small and apparently inconsistent. The fluid

balance change> noted following acute totalbady exposure can be explained
on the basis of vomiting and ‘or diarrhea, with the resulting fluid and elec-

trolyte losses, as well as the eventual failure to eat and drink. Many of the

changes may be explained as resulting from the stress accompanying the

disease. Patt and associates have described a series of characteristic changes

in the adrenals of the rat exposed to various dosages of x-radiation, which

were prevented by hypophysectomy. Evidence has since been presented

that indicates radiation is not an exception to the general rule that adrenal-

ectomy sensitizes to all stresses (Cronkite and Chapman; Naplan). Nims

and Sutton presented data on the rat which indicated that the polydipsia
and decrease in adrenal cholesterol level following WBR were the result of
increased activity of the pituitary-adrenal system, and that the initial fall

in liver glycogen was principally the result of lowered food intake. Lasser
and Stenstrom, in a clinical studyof patients following pelvic area irradia-

tion, found the degree and time course of “radiation sickness” to correlate

with changes in the absolute peripheral eosinophile count, but not with the

Thorn ACTH-eosinophile, 4-hours response test. They concluded that the

adrenal cortex underwent definite chatiges in the course of irradiation, but
that the changes probably were not related to clinical “radiation sickness.”

Santisteban e¢ al. showed that cortisone replacement therapy progressively

restored the resistance of irradiated-adrenalectomized mice. However,
events causing death in the irradiated-intact animals differed from those in

the x-irradiated adrenalectomized group despite cortisone treatinent, indi-

cating that cortisone may only partially restore resistance. Bond ef al. ob-

tained highly selective irradiation of various small portions of the rat with

a “pencil”? beam of 190 mev deuterons, and found that the thymus, spleen,
and adrenal weights characteristic of pituitary-adrenal stimulation resulted
only if and when theirradiation given imposed severe stress on the animal,

as indicated by the gross symptomsof illness and body-weight loss. Such

changes could not be elicited by irradiation of the adrenals alone, nor were
they prevented by adrenal irradiation if additional radiation damage to

other tissues sufficient to put the animal under ‘stress’? were present. The

isolated, perfused calf’s adrenal gland was used to study the effects of
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gamma radiation on the secretion of adrenal cortical hormones (Rosenfeld

et al.). Secretion was markedly reduced; however, it should be noted that

the doses used were in excess of 2000 r (somefive times the LDso and always

supralethal), and that the isolated organ was removed from secretory

stimuli that may be present in the intact animal following acute total body

irradiation. Thus, the author’s conclusion that the adrenal cortex must be

considered a radio-responsive tissue cannot be considered to characterize
the role of the adrenal in acute total body irradiation. French et al. have

demonstrated early changes in plasma hydroxycorticosteroid levels, as well

as changes in the peripheral neutrophile, lymphocyte, and eosinophile

counts of monkeys givenfrom 50 to 400 r total body radiation. The changes

were maximal at 4 to 8 hours, and values were again normal by 12 hours.

Shielding of the head or adrenals did not modify these early changes, im-

plying that they were not the result of a direct effect on the pituitary-

adrenal axis. Brayer ef al. found, after a supralethal dose of WBR (1000 r)}

in swine, that a marked increase in urinary excretion of total adrenal

cortical steroids occurred, which was must pronounced in the first 24 hours.

In the case of the irradiated animal in the lethal dose range where pancyto-

penia is followed by its commonsequelae of infection and hemorrhage, there

is a depletion of the adrenal lipid and by inference one might say that this

represents the stage of exhaustion in the adaptation syndrome. The preseat

writers are inclined to interpret this terminal state as being simply the

reaction of the organism to an overwhelming infection and not primarily

to the initial radiation injury.

In view of our present knowledge, it appears quite certain that the role of

the adrenal cortex is secondaryto the stress of radiation in the development:

of the acute radiation syndrome. The previously quoted biochemical

changes, the complications of hemorrhage, anemia and infections, the bio-

logical complexities of various mammals, and the simultaneous operation of

factors which may change electrolyte and water metabolism in opposite

directions at the same time point out the hazards that are contingent upon

drawing conclusions that adrenal insufficiency exists because some of these

changes are observed. The recent review of Savers on the adrenal cortex

and homeostasis points out this problem in great clarity. The problem is
aiso discussed by Mole.

9.5.7 Pancytopenie Sequelae, Infection. The sequelae of pancytopenia

are infection, hemorrhage and anemia. The latter two are discussed in

Chapter 8. Infection here will be discussed as it relates to the lethal range
of exposure, i1.e., the range where some, butnotall, of those exposed will die

within a period of several weeks and to the sublethal range.

Evidence that infection is of importance in the acute radiation svndrome

falls into several categories: (a) Clinical observations on humanbeings ex-
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posed to large doses of radiation in the Japanese bombings and in reaetor

accidents and similar observations on huge ardinials diving frou; radiiton

exposure, (b) Correlative stuclics ot mortality rate, time of death. and im-

eldence of positive blood cultures in aninuds. (e) Challenge of irradhived

animals with virulent and normally nonvirulent organisms. (d) Studies on

germ-free animals, (e) Studies of the effectiveness of antibioties im reducing

radiation mortality rate. (f) Studies on the effectiveness of agents that will

augment or restore natural antimicrobial defenses on mortality rate im ir-

radiated animals. A brief word on each of these lines of evidence is given

below.

Vhe Japanese dying of ‘atombombendisense’ and human beings heavily

exposed at the Los Alamos accident (Hempleman «f al.) and Yugoslav

{Mathé ef al.) showed unmistakable evidence of infection. Signs and

symptoms included high fever, Ludwig's angina and other mucosal and

cutaneous infections, cellulitis, pneumonia and septicemia. Autopsy

findings bore out the clinical picture. Similarly with large animals, par-

ticularly dogs, the temperature begins to rise 3 to 4+ days before death,

and is usually quite high prior to death. Orocutaneous lesions are common,

At autopsy, pneumonia is the rule, as well as other evidence of infection.

At doses of total body radiation even in the high sublethal range, how-

ever, (Marshallese expoxed to fallout gamma radiation, Cronkite et al.) no

evidence of increased susceptibility to infection may be manifest. The
Marshallese, in some of whom the neutrophile counts fell below 1000 per

mm.*, showed no increase in the incidence of infectious diseases over control

groups. Epidemics of upper respiratory infection, measles and ehicken pox,

that occurred were no more pronounced in extent or severity in the exposed

population compared to unexposed Marshallese in whomsimilar epidemics

occurred at the same time. Similarly, the heavily-exposed individuals in

the Y-12 accident (Andrews ef al.) showed no infections that could be

attributed definitely to radiation exposure.
The time of peak incidence of bacteremia in irradiated animals has been

correlated with the time of peak incidence of mortality in the extensive

studies of C. P. Miller and his group. The organisms are chiefly enteric in

origin, and apparently gain access to the blood stream through the bowel

wall. A pusitive correlation, of course, does not prove cause and effect, and

it has been stated that such organisms represent agonal invasion and thus

maybe “incidental.” A cause andeffect relationship seems highly probable,

particularly in the hight of evidence from antibiotic therapy studies out-

lined below. Total bodyirradiation has been shownto activate infections

that otherwise remained “latent” (Bond ef al.).
Challenge of irradiated animals with virulent, or normally nonvirulent

bacilli results in death at infective levels that produce no mortality in non-
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irradiated control animals. With virulent organisms, an appreciable inerease

in mortality rate is seen at x-radiation dose levels below those producing

mort ality in the absence of challenge (Shechmeister et al.). With normally

nonvirulent organisms, the mortality rate following exposure in the lethal

range is appreciably enhanced. Increased susceptability to viruses, Rickett-

sia, parasites such ax T'richinella spiralis, and bacterial toxins in the ir-

radiated animal have been reported. A synergistic effect of x-radiation and
cortisone in increasing susceptibility to administered bacteria and viruses

has been reported (Friedmanet ai.). ,

It is of importance to point out, however, that there is considerable varia-

tion in the degree of increased sensitivity to different microorganisms or

toxins, and in the degree of effects depending on the route of administration

(see under mechanisms of increased susceptibility below). Specifically, Hale

and Stoner have shown that although a markedincrease in susceptibility to

pneumococci ix evident in the irradiated mouse, no such increase is found

for mice challenged with a virulent influenza virus. With the virus innocu-

lation, the animals were protected against secondarybacterial invasion with

antibiotics. The degree to which the reported increased susceptibility to

viruses in irradiated individuals is due to secondary bacterial invasion is

not known. Neutrophiles play a large role in resistance against bacterial,

but not viral diseases (Wood). The peripheral neutrophile count is pro-

foundly affected by irradiation, and thus a greater degree of altered im-

munity to bacterial, rather than viral infections might be expected. At any

rate, blanket statements relating to susceptibility of the irradiated host are

not warranted, and specific consideration in each instance must be given to

the infecting agent, the host, the physiological state of the host and the

degree of exposure to both radiation and the infectious agent.

Germ-free animals die following total body exposure to x-radiation (Rey-

niers). The dose required to kill, however, is somewhat higher than for

“normal” animals, and the survival time is increased. These results can be

taken as indicating that infection may be responsible for death in the ir-

radiated animals in certain dose ranges. At higher doses, animals die even

in the absence of infection. Extensive hemorrhage probablyis a major eause

of death in such animals; however, undoubtedly other poorly understood

biochemical changes contribute.

Antibiotics administered following radiation exposure have been shown

definitely to enhance survival under some circumstances. The incidence of

spontaneous mortality has been shown to be reduced, and mortality in

x-irradiated mice subsequently challenged with virulent organisms has been

decreased.
Antibiotics, however, should not be considered to be necessarily life-

saving following severe exposure in the human being. Two humanbeings
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exposed in the Los Mamas rector accidents and one exposed in the Yueo-

slav accident died despite Vigorous antibietic therapy. bois possible that

pnproved results would be obtained with a schedule of aduilnistration

designed to avoid the development of resistant bacteria ‘Coulter and

Millers. Of significance tn this regard ia the recent report (Hammond «fala

showing that mice exposed to neutron radiation are protected from death

by antibiotics during the first 10 days, hut not in the Tt- to 80-day period

when most nice die following gamma or x-radiation. This would indicate

that under some conditions, at Jeast, infection alone does not account for

the mortality observed.

Thus, there is no doubt that infection contributes greatly to the discase

process, and mortality following exposure to total body radiation, However,

it is equally clear that acute radiation illness is not an infeetious disease in

the usual sense; rather infection is a compheation of a scrious debilitating

underlying disease which specifically interferes with defense mechanisms

against bacterial invasion. Death may occur in some individuals whether

infection is present or not, at high dose levels. Thus antibiotics cannot be

expected to be curative as with primarily infectious discases, and dramatic

cures cannot be expected from this type of therapy. However, as with any

debilitating disease, antibiotics definitely will prevent death in a certain

number who might otherwise die -prevent death until regeneration and

restoration of functions allows normal defense mechanisms to again protect

the exposed individual.

9.5.7.1 Mechanisms of inercascd susceptibility to infection. Nearly all

known body defenses against bacterial invasion have been reportedly im-

paired by large doses of total body radiation. Thus the skin and mucous

membranes may show small eroded areas, frequently secondary to hemor-

rhage, that provide portals of entry for bacteria. It has been shown that

the number of bacteria able to cross the intestinal barrier does not increase

following irradiation; however, those that cross are able to multiply and

produce a fatal bacteremia in the host whore defenses in general are lowered

(Gordon ef al.). The leukopenia and impaired antibody pruduction con-

tribute greatly to the increased susceptibility to infection, and a failure to

adequately clear the blood stream of bacteria indicates functional impair-

ment of the phagocytic cells. Radiation mortality correlates well with the

degree of granulocytic leukopenia (Smith c al.). Antibody production is

seriously impaired (Stoner).

9.6 Résumé of Acute Radiation Effects

To recapitulate and summarize, it is apparent that diffuse celhilar injury

of different degrees is sustained by all tissues at the time of exposure to

radiation. The exact mechanism by which this injury is produced remains
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poorly understood. The degree of injury of various organs is the function
of the amount of ionization produced within the organ andit is apparent,

without extensive discussion, that clinical pictures will vary with the rela-

tive degree of injury to various organs and the importance of the organ in

the over-all economy of the animal. For example, epilation may be very

prominent, if conditions are such that the skin absorbs more radiation than

deeper structures. This may occur if a combination of penetrating and

slightly penetrating radiations are simultancously received. The protoplas-

mic injury itself, wherever the cells may be located, is probably produced

by a combination of enzyme inhibition, alteration in cellular permeability,

mitotic inhibition and chromosome damage. Concomitant with or shortly

after the diffuse cellular injurv, ‘toxic’ symptoms (nausea, vomiting,

perhaps diarrhea, malaise, headache, anorexia, etc.) develop. These “toxic

symptoms” subside within 24 to 48 hours, and during a variable latent

period, depending on the dosage, only the hematological signs are easily

found. With higher doses of radiation following which there is a very short -

survival time, there is no latent period, no subsidence of the initial toxic

reaction. The vomiting continues, diarrhea develops, prostration occurs

and is followed by death within a few days. In this high dose range, in

excess of the minimal amount that will kill 100 per cent of the animals, the

death is well correlated symptomatically and histologically with severe

gastrointestinal injury which is not reversed during the survival period.

At lower doses, complete histological recovery takes place within 4 to 4

days (Brecher and Cronkite; Tullis). During the latent period, a series of

cellular and histological phenomena are occurring. In the opinion of the

authors, the main reason for recurrence of symptoms and ultimate death

in the lethal range is the failure of adequate regeneration of hemopoiesis.

There may be an adrenal component or other as yet unknownfactors

contributing to the lethality but all evidence to date points towards the

importance of hemopoiesis and its regeneration in survival from poten-

tially lethal radiation injury. At any rate, the latent period is terminated

with the recrudescence of symptoms and signs. The latter are well known,

and in the mechanism of development can be fairly well explained as fol-

lows. «

The panleukopenia is severe and progressive. In the granulopenic state,

necrotizing, nonpurulent reactions develop atthe site of infections. Hemor-

thagic manifestations appear and mayprogress. The hemorrhage is most

likely due to a combination of manyfactors, however, thrombocytopenia

with a coneomitant poor clot retraction, poor hemostasis, impaired pro-

thrombin utihzation, and the prolonged clotting time, probably can ade-

quately explain all the phenomena. It is not necessary to introduce the

concept of release of anticoagulants by irradiation in order to explain the

prolongation of the whole-blood clotting time.
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The anemia develops slowly, results from. a partial or cotuplete cessation

of blood formation. from hemorrhage and pethape from increased blood

destruction (Lawrence, Dowdy and Valentine: Cronkite, 1948, Young .

In the animats that ultimately die, a severe cachexia is usually appatent

before death. The extensive necrosis, uleeratiun, and edema of the bowel

which is apparently secondary to the paneytopenia and extensive hemor-

rhage into the bowel, may contribute significantly to malnutrition. Asa

general rule, animals that cease to eat, particularly the mouse, dic within

48 hours. The food intake and weight of all animals decreases in the first

few days after irradiation, the survivurs regain some of their weight and

may not have a secondary drop. Those animals which fatl to start eating

again or who have a secondary occurrence of anorexia lose weight rapidly

and die (Chapman and Cronkite; Suuth ef al). Radiation death is not the

result of simple starvation, however, as evidenced by the fact that obese

mice die at the expected time (Smith, Chapman, and Alderman).

9.7 Factors Modifying the Response to Whole Body Irradiation

Various factors may favorably or unfavorably influence the lethality of

total-bedy exposure to ionizing radiation or the sensitivity of various struc-

tures to ionizing radiation (see also Chapter 12). These factors may con-

veniently be grouped into preirradiation and postirradiation factors,

Before taking up those factors which are specifically proved to modify

or not to modify the response, the following generalities have been assumed

true by most, though not necessarily proved.

9.7.1 Age and Ser. The very young appearto be more sensitive to radin-

tion (Abrams, Kohn and WNallman). Some evidencefor increased sensitivity

of children wax seen in the exposed Marshallese (Cronkite ef a/.). There

seems to be little dependence of sensitivity on age in the mature animal

(sohn and Wallman); however, the rat shows increasing sensitivity with

increasing age. There is evidence that the female may be moreresistant

than the male (Cronkite et al.; Carter ef al.); however, the difference is

small and is not found consistently, particularly with small populations.

9.7.2 Enetronment. There is some evidence that cold, trauma, hunger,

muscular exertion, and noise will increase the lethality of a given dose of

radiation. Since a major cause of death following potentially lethal irradia-

tion is infection, it is not unreasonable to expect that anything that would

inerease the susceptibility to infection would increase the mortality.

9.7.3 Allergy, Immunity, Metabolic Disorders, and Dictary Deficiencies.

Thereis little known about the influence of these factors on the survival of

man. However, mice with induced hyperthyroidism are more sensitive

(Blount and Smith). Dietary deficiencies of vitamins and proteins generally

seemto increase the incidence of radiation illness after x-ray therapy, par-
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ticularly over the abdomen. However, the data that have been presented

are not statistically conclusive.

9.7.4 Preradiation Factors that Increase the Survival Rate. In this section

is included a discussion of a number of procedures and agents that must be

‘carried out or be present prior to and, or during actual exposure to radiation

in order to afford protection. Perhaps the most widely known procedure is

a lowering of oxygen tension, or hypoxia, first shown by Lacassagne in 1942.

This finding has been confirmed extensively, and protection is afforded

not only against carly effects (Limperos; Dowdy ef al.) but late effects as

well (Lamson, Billings ef al.). Although hypoxia during irradiation is

casily accomplished by means of exposure in an atmosphere containing

little or no oxygen, a numberof other procedures or agents that produce a

lowering of oxygen tension in the tissues appear to protect eza this mecha-

nism. Thus hypothermia protects presumably by virtue of the fact that it

results in hypoxia. Carbon monoxide (Konecci, Taylor and Wilks) and

cyanide (Bacq and Herve) are capable of increasing the survival rate.

Agents that produce methemoglobinemia such as p-aminopropiophenane

or PAPP (Storer and Coon) and nitrate (Cole, Bond and Fishler) are ac-

tive. A variety of substances afford protection if injected prior to exposure,

and Hektoen apparently was the first to report such protection in 1918 by

the injection of foreign protein 10 days prior to irradiation. Fstradiol was

shown to decrease mortality if injected 10 days before irradiation of mice

(Treadwell, Gardner, and Lawrence; Patt ef al.). Interest in chemical

preprotection was heightened in 1949 by the finding that SH-contaiing

compounds such as cysteine (Patt) and glutathione (Cronkite ef al.) yield

considerable protection. The list of compounds that afford some degree

of protection has grown steadily, and the subject has been reviewed ex-

tensively (Alexander and Bacq; Bond and Cronkite; Bond and Robertson;

Report of the United Nations Scientific Committee). Some dozen N-alkyl,

N-aryl or N-acyl derivatives of cysteine have been reported to be protec-

tive, as well as other sulfur-containing compounds, e.g., thiourea. Certain

compounds with branched or prolonged carbon chains such as 3-mereapto-

propylguanidine are effective, as are a number of compounds with pro-

nounced pharmacological and toxicological activity such as histamine,

serotonin, DOPA, epinephrine, oxytocin, reserpine and apresoline, anes-

thetic agents, and ethyl aleohol. Other substances include sahieylie acid,

zine, cobalt, magnesium, sulfate, chlorpromazine, chelating agents, mor-

phine, linoleate, oxypolvgelatin, and certain vaccines. Reported protection

by flavanones (Rekers and Field; Clark ef al.) was not found by others

(Cronkite ef al. Buchanan ef al). To date no preprotective agent hax proved

suitable for practical preprotection in the human being, and anv such

agent of course would have to be given prior to exposure to be effective.
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One compound, SB) d-armino-ethylisothiomponeun: BrP Br ART has

shown some protuisc ti this regard because of its high deeree of eflectise-

ness und low tovieity when given orally to rodents. These favorable qual

ties have been less pronounced ti higher species; however, the mechanistns

by which preprotective agents uet are not clear and are controversial,

Hypoxia and hypoxia-inducing agents are effective presumably by a

reduction in the formation of free radicals, and it is not clear how many

of the protective agents may act at least In part ea this mechanism. A

number of compounds are prestuned to act through a free radical scaveng-

Ing mechanisin, i.e., by conipeting for intracellular free radicals produced

by the radiation. Thiol compounds are known to have a great affinity for

free radivals. These mechanisms would not explain protection against the

direct effects of radiation, although it is not established what proportion

of the total effect is direct or indirect under various circumstances. Some

agents apparently protect by induction of metabolic changes; others

presumably by restoration of injury in the primary target.

9.7.5 Shielding Effects (also xee section 9.8.2). The prototype of shielding
experiments was initiated by Chiari who in 1912 demonstrated that bone

marrow of the rabbit when transplanted to the spleen would growonlyif

the spleen were shielded and the rest of the animal were irradiated. Fabri-

clus-Méller clearly demonstrated that shielding of portions of the skeleton

prevented the fall in blood platelets and hemorrhage from doses which

uniformly killed his unshielded animals. Chrom (1935) reported a series of

experiments on shielding portions of the abdomen and its influence on

phagocytosis of bacteria. The technique of shielding has been elaborated

and exploited by Jacobson ef al. in a large series of articles in the past few

years. Jacobson and his group have shown a very striking protection of

mice to an approximate 100 per cent lethal dose of radiation when the

mouse spleen* and the other organs are shielded with lead. Shielding of

these organs resulted in a very marked increase in rate of hemopuietic re-

generation. ;

Other shielding experiments have demonstrated protection; for example,

shielding of the adrenals (edelmann) and the head (Allen ef al.). Bondef al.

have shown that the time sequence, survival time and nature of death is

different when the abdomenis shielded than when the skeleton is shielded.

Tt requires a larger dose in r to kill when the abdomen is shielded and le=s

when only the abdomenis expoxed, and thus a good part of the skeleton is

shielded. Abdomen-exposed animals die more quickly. Protection is eon-

ferred if one-half of the bodyonlyis exposed, followed in a matter of min-

* The mouse spleen shows extensive myelopoiesis under normal conditions; hence
the protective effect of splenic shielding in the mouse is not necessarily something

that is unique to the splenic tissue per sc.
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utes by exposure of the remaining half with shielding of the previously ex-

posed portion (Swift ef al.).
9.7.6 Parabtosis. Parabiosis accomplished some time prior to irradia-

tion (Huff et al.; Brecher and Cronkite; Finerty e¢ al.) markedly decreased

mortality of animals exposed to an otherwise fatal dose of radiation.

9.8 Postradiation Factors

The factors that modify the radiation response after irradiation can be

divided into those that increase the mortality rate, and those that favorably

influence the mortality rate and survival time. The former will be consid-

ered first.

9.8.1 Unfavorable Postirradiation Factors. Smith and Smith showed

that moderate exercise only slightly decreased the survival rate of mice.

Strenuous exercise in the form of forced swimming after irradiation in-

creased the mortality rate strikingly in rats Cximmeldorf; Newry). Smith

and Smith presented evidence showing that induction and maintenance of

a hypermetabolic state by the administration of dinitrophenol after irradia-

tion for the full observation period increased mortality. Anti-thyroid ther-

apy with thiouracil and propyl-thiouracil did not influence the mortality
rate. Eliinger reports that testosterone proprionate administered in daily

doses of 0.25 and 0.5 mg. to mice after irradiation with an LD» increases

the mortality rate. Smith ef al. concluded that ACTH and cortisone do

not increase the survival rate and that ACTHafter irradiation may be

harmful. It appears that synkavit and other related compounds of the

vitamin K group will increase the mortality of irradiated animals. The

material tends to concentrate in some tumors following intravenous injec-

tion (Mitchell et al.).

9.8.2 Postradiation Factors that Increase the Survival Rate. In general,

one ean divide postradiation modification of radiation injury into three

general categories: (a} the strikirg and rapid restoration of severely dam-

aged, hemepoictic tissues by shielding of bone marrowor spleen, parabiosis,

injection of bone marrow, or splenic homogenate, etc., which are effective

following usually lethal doses of irradiation from which spontaneous re-
covery is rare; (b) the less striking effect of postradiation stimulation of

myelopoiezis and erythropoiesis. Myelopoiesis can be stimulated by sterile

inflammation (Cronkite and Brecher) in the midjethal or sublethal, but

not in the absolute lethal zone. Erythropoiesis is stimulated by anoxic
stimull or by normal anemic plasma in the sublethal range only; (¢} modi-

fication of the histological and clinical picture by substitution (red cell,

white cell, and platelet transfusion with or without use of antibiotics)

with moderately increased survival rate or induced restoration of hemo-

poietic tissues (Sorensen ef al.). The last category simply represents sub-
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stitution of elements that are no longer bein produced. Tn the second

pategory, one can diatehe the mechanisin as being due to the stinmation

of precursor cells that are injured, but stl capable of responding to physic

logical stimul (erythropoietin, leukocytosis promoting factor, ete. that

are knownto exist, although not yet adequately characterized. Titerest

has centered mainly around the mecharisin of the restorative effect in the

first category, aud this will be pursued in some detail here (for reviews of

this subject, see Cronkite and Bond; Bond and Cronkite; Jacobson; Re-

port of U. N. Scientifie Comimittee; Pissuc Homotransplantation Confer

ence).

Studies on measures to induce accelerated restoration of tissues had

their genesis in shielding experiments. Restoration or regeneration of
most tissues occurs in the absenee of special measures if the radiation

dose is low enough to allow spontancous survival (Gt is possible to have

permanent atrophy of some tissues that are not essential to life, e.g.,

reproductive cells, or of portions of tissues that are essential to life).

Of most importance for hnmediate survival at radiation doses in the lethal

range is restoration of the hematopoietic tissues, and the degree to which

shielding or allied procedures accelerates restoration of other tissues, or

influences ultimate longevity, genetic damage or tumor induction, is not

well defined. Shielding or parabiosis apparently does not protect against

most types of radiation-induced neoplasms (Maisin; Brecheret al.; Court-

Brown; Finerty), but does against Ivmphoma induction (Kaplan) or

myelocytic leukemia (Uptonef al.) in mice.

Early studies on shielding and restoration of irradiated tissues go back

to Chiari (1912) and Fabricius-Méller (1921) (see Cronkite and Brecher).

The later studies of Jacobson and his associates led to the concept that

“humoral factors’? were present in the shielded spleen of the irradiated

mouse which induced rapid restoration of the irradiated hemopoietic tis-
sues elsewhere in the body. Their work and concepts are summarized in

reviews by Jacobsonet al.

Studies on the mechanismof the protection afforded by parabiosis have

been pursued by Finerty ef al., Schneider et a@l., Binhaminer ef al., and

Metz et al., and it was concluded that the effect was not mediated through

spleen, adrenals, or hypophysis (Finertyef al., Schneideret al.). Swift et al.

successively irradiated portions of the body, followed after varying time

intervals with irradiation of the entire remaining portion of the body.

This procedure significantly increased the survival rate. These studies indi-

cated strongly that the protective factor circulates and can be quickly

picked up by tissues that have beenirradiated.

Cole and associates have investigated the possible existence and sub-
cellular location of the protective “spleen factor.” Early in their work,
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it became evident that age, strain and species were factors that influenced

the results. The effectiveness of several subcellular fractions of spleen
homogenates prepared by the Schneider-Hogeboom techniques was then

tested. The experiments conclusively showed that there was no restorative

effect connected with the mitochondria, microsomes or soluble superna-

tant fractions. The restorative effect was found only with the cell meleus

fraction. Since relatively few intact cells were found on stained smears of

the nucleus fraction, it was believed that their experiments strongly sup-

ported the concept that the restorative effect was noncellular and asso-
ciated with the nucleoproteins. Further studies on the splenic homogenates
have shown that DNAase and trypsin inactivate the material, as does

distilled water extraction under various conditions. Since enzymes are

believed not to attack living intact cells, these experiments were inter-

preted as indicating that the active principle is associated with DNA

and not necessarily with living cells. These contentions argued strongly

for the noncellular concept.

It was thought carly that studies with heterologous marrow might pro-

vide the definitive answer to the question of whether cell transfer is in-

volved in these protective phenomena. Lorenz and Congdon, and Congdon

and Lorenz reported that homologous and heterologous ground bone favor-

ably modify lethal radiation injury in the mouse. Transplanted homologous

bone developed bone marrow, but heterologous bone transplants did not

show bone marrowformation. The same investigators reported protection of

some strains of mice by intravenous injections of rat bone marrow emulsion

from certain strains of rats. They interpreted the bone and bone marrow

transplant studies as evidence in favorof the existence of a humoral factor.

Cole et al. protected mice with rat bone marrow. Late deaths after 2 weeks

were common.
A British group (Barnes and Loutit) have made a series of contributions

on the nature of the restorative action of splenic implants and homogenates.

Initially, they confirmed the effectiveness of splenic homogenates. Next,

they showed that immunization of one strain of mouse (CBA) bystrain A

material prevents protection; whereas, short-lived protection of CBA mice

could be obtained by use of strain A material in nonimmune mice. In

general, their experience was the same as Cole ef al. in that freezing, thaw-

ing, irradiation, and formalin-treatment inactivated the principle. Their

studies, extensively confirmed for bone marrow, showed that the restora-

tive principle of intact CBA mice spleens could be preserved when the

spleens are equilibrated with glycerol serum andstored at —70°C. for as

long as 83 days.

Recently very signifieant studies, incantrovertible when con-idered to-

gether, have been reported independently by several different laboratories
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conclusively proving that cellular transphentation cue apd docs take place.

Lindsley cf ad. availed themselves of the blood type of certain strains of hats

and proved that fametional erythropoietic tissae of the donor atid was

implanted in the irradiated host and was producing cells characteristic of
the donor. Ax pointed out by Ford ef af., this might be comparable to

transduction in bacteria. Nowell ef af. took advantage of the fuet that rat

leukocytes give a strong positive alkaline phosphatase and mouse leuke-

cytes give a negative reaction. [rradiuted mice were injected with rat hone

marrow. This increased the survival rate. Phoxphatase-positive white blood

cells were found in the peripheral blood and the bone marrow showing that

transplantation had in all probability occurred. Tlowever, these authors do

not rule out that the phenomenon may have been indneed in the host cells;

arather unlikely explanation. Ford et al. have, without doubt, proved that

transplantation of donor hemopoietic cells has oecurred. They used a dis-

tinctive ‘marker chromosome” that had been induced by a radiation re-

ciprocal translocation of chromosomes yielding a small distinctive easily

detected chromosome. When spleen homogenates were prepared from the

spleens of mice possessing this distinctive chromosome, the proliferative

hemopoietic tissue of recipient mice consisted predominantly of the marked

cells. Brocades et al. have demonstrated continued proliferation of rat

lymphocytic cells in irradiated mice. Makinodan by quantitative immuno-

logical tests on red cells proved that irradiated mice heterclogously pro-

tected by rat bone marrow eventually developed 100 per cent rat red

cells and also confirmed Nowell ef al. on the presence of rat granulocytes
by the distinctive phosphatase reaction. It would appear that these four

studies would have driveimthe last ‘‘coffin nail” into the “humoral theory

of Jacobson”; however, proof of transplantation does not exchide a humoral

contribution. In fact, Jaroslow and Taliaferro have apparently demon-

strated that there is a noncellular factor associated with diverse mate-
rials such as mouse spleen, HeLa cells, and yeast autolysate that restores

the ability to produce antibodies. C. L. Miller has also demonstrated a

heat labile serum factor that is necessary to retain the protective effect of

cells of en.brvo spleen or liver in tissue cultures, although the fact is not

necessary for viability of the culture.

As indicated earlier, while protection is afforded under some cireum-

stances in which the injected cells are not genetically identical to those

of the host. such protection is usually short-lived. Survival of the graft:

and host is dependent on the histocompatibility of the antigenic pattern

of the dover and host. Histoincompatibility is associated with two groups

of antigens. the H-antigens that result in production of humoral anti-

bodies, and T-antigens that produce tissue immunity but not detectable

circulating antibodies. If the dose of radiation is not sufficiently high,
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the immunological response of the host may be restored with early rejec-

tion of a noncompatible graft. At higher dose levels the graft may develop

a lethal syndrome characterized by skin lesions, gastrointestinal dvsfunc-

tion, lymphoid tissue atrophy and generalized wasting away of tissues

(Congden). This reaction is frequently termed ‘secondary disease,” and is

believed to be chiefly the result of a reverse iminunological reaction, Le.,

reaction of the grafted tissue against that of the host. The reaction is po-
tentiated if even small amounts of lymphocytic cells are transfused with

the marrow. The secondary disease has becn demonstrated in several

animal spevies including mice, rats, guinea pigs, hamsters, rabbits, monkeys

and dogs. There appears to be little question that an individuals’ own bone

marrow, or that from an identical twin will ‘ttake” if infused into the

irradiated human being and may belife-saving. Long-term survival of

antigenctically nonidentical (homologous) marrow has been reported

in a human being who had received chemotherapy for a blood dyscrasia

(Beilby}. Mathé has reported a temporary “take” of homologous marrow

given to several individuals who received high doses of radiation in a
reactor accident, and has reported successful transplantation and ‘‘seeond-

ary discase” in leukemic children given high doses of whole bodyradiation

followed by infusion of homologous marrow. The procedure has not been

curative when applied to individuals with leukemia. However, radiation

apparently has allowed successful transplantation of homologous kidneys

in the humanbeing (Merrill e¢ al.) and more practical applications may be

expected in the rapidly developing field of tissue homotransplantation

(see Report of Tissue Homotransplantation Conference).

Thus it must be accepted that transfer of viable cells with the potential
of restoring hematopoietic tissues (and the immune response) does occur.

However, the identity of the stemcell or cells transferred remains unknown.

It must be recalled that with shielding of the spleen or marrow, apparently

cells capable of stem cell activity are carried via the blood stream and

initiate repopulation of the depleted marrow areas. Injected peripheral

blood cells and cells from peritoneal washings wil proliferate as will bone

narrowin the irradiated host. It is known that a small percentage of cells

normally present in the peripheral blood are capable of DNA synthesis

and thus presumably of proliferation. Evidence has been presented indi-

cating that these may not be the same cells that give rise to mitotie figures

when normal peripheral blood is cultured under appropriate conditions.

The problem appears to blend into, and may answerat least in part the

more general old hematological problem of the origin of extramedullary

hematopoiesis. Is it autochthonous or metastatic? Proof of cell transplan-

tation does not rule out or exclude completely a humoral contribution

with stimulus for autochthonous growth. However, it does seem clear
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that not only can the marrow steni cells be transphinted by intraveratts

injection, but that there alse exists a mobile pool of plurpotential or toti-

potential cells that cireulate in the blood stream: and are available ta

initiate hematopoietic and perhaps other activity where required.
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